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• School reports



Background
• Chartered Trade Mark Attorney at Mewburn Ellis 
• School in Scotland – As and Bs
• Non-law degree at University of St Andrews followed by GDL & LPC
• Considered myself neurotypical for most of my life 
• Never flagged at school or university – good academics and lots of 

extracurricular activities, closest hints were exhaustion after school 
• Diagnosed as neurodivergent during the pandemic (early 30s)

How I realised I was neurodivergent
• Pandemic gave time to reflect – probably would never have been diagnosed 

if we hadn’t experienced lockdown
• Increase in media articles about late diagnosis and celebrities speaking about 

experiences 
• Twitter memes, webcomics and YouTube channel about neurodivergent 

women
• Opened up to friends and discovered other women in my social circles who 

had shared experiences
• After several months, pursued private diagnosis



Diagnosis process

Diagnosis

Interview with partner/parents

Interview

School reports

Screening questionnaires completed by partner/parents

Screening questionnaires and medical records

Referral to specialist psychiatrist

GP consultation



School Reports: subtle signs and masking?



My neurodivergent
experience

Dyspraxia?

Dyscalculia?

ADHD/Autism?

Sensory issues – light, noise, 
textures 

Forgetting where I put my keys

Good at maths at school and love 
logic but poor working memory for 
numbers

Ability to hyperfocus for hours 
on subjects of interest 

Sometimes 
excess energy

Love and need 
routines

Love and need 
variety

Insomnia

Anxiety in new 
situations and 
with new people –
often need 
‘scripts’

Hate boredom and 
mundane tasks 
with multiple 
steps like laundry Constant rotation 

of special 
interests

Perfectionism 
& self-criticism

Burnout

Poor hand-eye coordination 
and ‘clumsy’ child

Forced eye contact

Need alone time
Often over or understimulated
– need to be self-aware and 
self-regulate

Preference for 
one-on-one 
social 
interactions and 
small groups

Caffeine 
addiction

Hate small talk

Different sense of time –
now and not now. Anxiety 
about passage of time

Can talk for hours 
about my special 
interests

Fidgeting and 
often on the move

Daydreamer

Hate being 
interrupted 

Fast brain, always 
thinking – head full 
of bees

Poor working memory 
for some things

Thrive in a crisis



Tips
• Do your research – lots of great online resources
• Consider strengths and weaknesses, but account for masking and coping 

mechanisms you may have developed since you were a child 
• Experiment with your environment and aids like noise cancelling headphones, 

visual timers, etc
• Speak to other neurodivergent people in your circles – if you don’t know any, 

reach out to networks such as IP Inclusive and any D&I groups in your firm

Benefits
• Reasonable adjustments – some friends/colleagues sought diagnosis before 

taking exams
• Insight into myself – can pursue career, relationships and environments that suit 

my needs and strengths/weaknesses
• Can be kinder to myself – even before I had the label of a diagnosis, I and others 

labelled me less kindly – ‘blonde’, ‘ditzy’, ‘quirky’, ‘chatterbox’ 
• Easier to find other people like myself and share experiences – since being 

diagnosed, several friends and colleagues have confided that they are or suspect 
they are neurodivergent in some way, including one whose anxiety turned out to 
be autistic burnout


